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The Joker is Wild **** 

 

A show-business story revealing its gritty underbelly. Sure, there are some moments that glitter here- 

like some swinging performances and a little romance- but what's really happening most of the time is 

much darker and harsher. That is, alcoholism, lack of self-esteem and confidence and an addictive 

personality, all brought about by unrestrained violence. 

 

"The Joker is Wild" features Frank Sinatra as comedian Joe E Lewis, originally a popular singer who 

becomes a comedian after having his throat cut by gangsters. It’s a long road to success when, following 

the attack, he withdraws from his career track and gets lost in the seedy world of burlesque. Friends 

rediscover him and help him get reestablished, now armed with the comic talents he learned on the 

burlesque stage. 

 

Despite the love of two gorgeous women, Lewis' insatiable thirst for alcohol and a compulsive addiction 

to gambling ruin the best parts of his personal life while giving him plenty of fodder for his cynical comic 

act. 

 

There are some moments of genuine intensity in "The Joker is Wild." The ending is very ham-handed 

compared to the rest of the movie, but I suppose there was a feeling that the moralistic point must be 

underscored. Perhaps there was the fear that without the object lesson being spelled out, audiences 

might mistake the intent of the production. But surely, no one could mistake that this movie glorifies 

show business. There is no glory here and success on stage does not necessarily equate to success as a 

person. 

 



Directed by Charles Vidor...1957...126 min...featuring Frank Sinatra (as Joe E Lewis,) Mitzi Gaynor, 

Jeanne Crain, Eddie Albert, Beverly Garland, Jackie Coogan. 
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A Farewell to Arms ** 

 

I wonder if Ernest Hemingway saw this version of his novel. If he did, he probably left through the back 

door afterwards because this is a production that teeters on the edge of embarrassing. Neither of the 

lead actors, Rock Hudson and Jennifer Jones, create believable characters and their romance isn't very 

believable either- and the romance fills this movie with a lot of syrup. 

 

What ends up redeeming this movie is the little stuff, the details that come and go in between the 

smooching and excitable chatter about true love. After all, this story occurs in Italy at the end of World 

War I, so the world is in tumult around the would-be lovers, offering plenty of opportunity for 

memorable scenes. Those include a shot of legs hanging down as a truck rolls by the camera, the boots 

caked in mud and blood. Other war images include a twisted body laying awkwardly on some barbed 

wire and a young baby suckling at her dead mother's breast. 

 

It's startling to realize that the blood that is dripping on Rock Hudson's character's face in an ambulance 

scene after he is wounded is coming from the soldier hemorrhaging in the bunk above him. Though the 

attempts at comedy here are pretty poor, there is one amusing moment when Hudson's character takes 

a thermometer out of his mouth, takes a drag off a cigarette, then replaces the thermometer, like a little 

boy trying to get away with something. 

 

The most riveting moment in the movie, however, is when a priest elects to stay with the wounded as 

the town they are in is being overrun by the Germans. He begins singing as the bombs start raining 

down and the others join him in their last moments- this says a lot more about courage than most of the 

rest of this snoozer. 

 

Directed by Charles Vidor...1957...152 min...featuring Rock Hudson, Jennifer Jones, Vittorio De Sica, 

Mercedes McCambridge, Elaine Stritch. 


